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Quantitative estimates of the entropy involved in biological evolution demonstrate that there is no
conflict between evolution and the second law of thermodynamics. The calculations are elementary
and could be used to enliven the thermodynamics portion of a high school or introductory college
physics course. © 2008 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Does the second law of thermodynamics prohibit biological evolution?
The erroneous answer “yes” is sometimes presented in the
creationist literature,1,2 and more often in creationist web
sites. Henry Morris, for example, finds it “obvious that the
Second Law of Thermodynamics constitutes a serious problem to the evolution model” because “every system left to its
own devices always tends to move from order to disorder.”1
The creationist argument is that advanced organisms are
more orderly than primitive organisms, and hence as evolution proceeds living things become more ordered, that is less
disordered, that is less entropic. Because the second law of
thermodynamics prohibits a decrease in entropy, it therefore
prohibits biological evolution.
This argument rests upon two misconceptions about entropy.
• Disorder is a metaphor for entropy, not a definition for
entropy.3,4 Metaphors are valuable only when they are not
identical in all respects to their targets. 共For example, a
map of Caracas is a metaphor for the surface of the Earth
at Caracas, in that the map has a similar arrangement but a
dissimilar scale. If the map had the same arrangement and
scale as Caracas, it would be no easier to navigate using
the map than it would be to navigate by going directly to
Caracas and wandering the streets.兲 The metaphor of disorder for entropy is valuable and thus imperfect. For example, take some ice cubes out of your freezer, smash
them, toss the shards into a bowl, and then allow the ice to
melt. The jumble of ice shards certainly seems more disorderly than the bowl of smooth liquid water, yet the liquid
water has the greater entropy.5
• Although the entropy of the universe increases with time,
the entropy of any part of the universe can decrease with
time, so long as that decrease is compensated by an even
larger increase in some other part of the universe.6 For
example, any hot cup of coffee left to its own devices on a
tabletop decreases in entropy.
共This creationist argument also rests upon the misconception that evolution acts always to produce more complex
organisms. In fact evolution acts to produce more highly
adapted organisms, which might or might not be more complex than their ancestors, depending upon their environment.
For example, most cave organisms and parasites are qualitatively simpler than their ancestors.7 This biological misconception will not be discussed in this article.兲
These misconceptions have been pointed out numerous
times,8 but here we explicitly and quantitatively answer
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questions such as “What entropy changes accompany evolution?” and “If the entropy here on Earth is decreasing due to
evolution, where is the other piece of the universe where the
entropy is increasing?”
II. ENTROPY FLUX THROUGH THE EARTH
The Sun heats the Earth through electromagnetic radiation
共largely in the visible and near-infrared bands兲. The Earth
radiates electromagnetic radiation 共largely in the far-infrared
band兲 into outer space, where it eventually joins the cosmic
microwave background.9 The Earth itself remains almost
constant in temperature, so the incoming radiant energy from
the Sun must balance almost exactly the outgoing radiant
energy into space. In short, the Sun heats the Earth and to a
nearly equal extent the Earth heats outer space.
Each of these “heatings” is accompanied by an entropy
change. The change of entropy for a system at constant 共absolute兲 temperature T, gaining heat Q quasistatically, is
⌬S =

Q
.
T

共1兲

共If the heat transfer is not quasistatic, then the associated
entropy change is greater than this quotient.兲 The Sun emits
heat and hence decreases in entropy, while outer space absorbs heat and hence increases in entropy. Meanwhile, the
Earth is nearly constant in entropy.
To make this argument quantitative,10 we use the data in
the first four lines of Table I. From these, we calculate the
lower-bound entropy changes due to the “Sun heats Earth,
Earth heats outer space” process under discussion here. The
last three lines of Table I show that each second the Sun
decreases in entropy while outer space increases in entropy.
Meanwhile, the Earth doesn’t change its entropy, but has the
throughput shown. As required by the second law of thermodynamics, the increase in entropy of outer space far exceeds
the decrease in entropy of the Sun. 共These are the entropy
changes due to energy flow via the Earth. There are also
entropy changes due to energy flow directly from the Sun to
outer space, and flow via the Moon, and flow via Jupiter,
etc.兲
III. ENTROPY REQUIRED FOR EVOLUTION
What is the change in the entropy of living things on Earth
due to evolution?
Suppose that, due to evolution, each individual organism
is 1000 times “more improbable” than the corresponding individual was 100 years ago. In other words, if ⍀i is the number of microstates consistent with the specification of an or© 2008 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Table I. Temperature, heat, and lower-bound entropy values.
Quantity

Value

Mean temperature of the Sun’s surfacea
Mean temperature of the Earth’s surfaceb
Mean temperature of the cosmic microwave backgroundc
Solar energy absorbed by the Earth each secondd

5778 K
288 K
2.728⫾ 0.004 K
共1.21⫾ 0.01兲 ⫻ 1017 J

Sun’s entropy decrease each second
Cosmic microwave background’s entropy increase each
second
Earth’s entropy throughput each second

共20.9⫾ 0.1兲 ⫻ 1012 J / K
共44 400⫾ 400兲 ⫻ 1012 J / K
共420⫾ 4兲 ⫻ 1012 J / K

a

Reference 11.
Reference 12.
c
Reference 13.
d
Reference 14.
b

ganism 100 years ago, and ⍀ f is the number of microstates
consistent with the specification of today’s “improved and
less probable” organism, then
⍀ f = 10−3⍀i .

共2兲

I regard this as a very generous rate of evolution, but you
may make your own assumption.
The statistical definition of entropy 共in the microcanonical
ensemble兲 is
S = kB ln ⍀,

共3兲

where the Boltzmann constant is kB = 1.38⫻ 10−23 J / K. If the
assumption in Eq. 共2兲 is used, then the corresponding difference in entropy of the organism of today versus the organism
of a century ago is
S f − Si = kB ln ⍀ f − kB ln ⍀i = kB ln共⍀ f /⍀i兲

共4a兲

−3

=kB ln共10 兲 = kB共− 6.91兲

共4b兲

=− 9.53 ⫻ 10−23 J/K.

共4c兲

That’s the entropy change over 100 years. The entropy
change per second is −3.02⫻ 10−30 J / K.
How many individual organisms are there on Earth? The
number of eukaryotic species15 on Earth is unknown, but has
been estimated at 5–15 million. We will be generous and
estimate the number of species as 108. The number of individuals of each species is also unknown, but the human
population is about 6 ⫻ 109. If every species were so numerous, there would be about 1018 eukaryotic individuals on
Earth. By contrast, the Earth’s population of prokaryotes has
been estimated16 at 4 – 6 ⫻ 1030. We adopt 1032 as a generous
overestimate for the number of organisms on Earth.
If each of these organisms were evolving at the rate assumed in Eq. 共2兲, the change in entropy of the biosphere each
second would be
− 302 J/K.

共5兲

In contrast we found earlier that a lower bound for the
Earth’s entropy throughput each second is about
420 ⫻ 1012 J/K.

共6兲

In other words, at a minimum the Earth is bathed in about
one trillion times the amount of entropy flux required to
support the rate of evolution assumed here.
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Presumably the entropy of the Earth’s biosphere is indeed
decreasing by a tiny amount due to evolution, and the entropy of the cosmic microwave background is increasing by
an even greater amount to compensate for that decrease. But
the decrease in entropy required for evolution is so small
compared to the entropy throughput that would occur even if
the Earth were a dead planet, or if life on Earth were not
evolving, that no measurement would ever detect it.
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APPENDIX: SUGGESTED PROBLEMS
The following problems can be assigned to students to
drive home the points made in this article.
1. Inverse problem. Suppose that the Earth’s entropy output
were increased by one part per million due to the evolution of living things on Earth. 共Such an increase would
have no measurable effect on the Earth’s energy balance.兲
After 100 years, how many times more “improved and
less probable” would each individual organism be? 共That
12
is, what is the ratio ⍀i / ⍀ f ?兲 共Answer: 104.17⫻10 times.兲
2. Cambrian explosion. It is generally agreed that the greatest rate of evolution ever witnessed by Earth occurred
during the Cambrian period, from 542 million years ago
to 488 million years ago. During this “Cambrian explosion” multicellular organisms diversified into remarkable
variety.17 Suppose that during the Cambrian period the
biosphere’s entropy decreased due to evolution at the rate
calculated in Eq. 共5兲. And suppose that at the end of the
Cambrian there were 1018 multicellular individuals. How
much “improved and less probable” would each organism
be, relative to its 共possibly single-celled兲 ancestor at the
22
beginning of the Cambrian period? 共Answer: 101.80⫻10
times.兲
3. The probability of life. The famous bacterium Escherichia
coli contains a strand of DNA consisting of 4 639 221
base pairs,18 each of which can be in any of four states
共denoted A, C, G, or T兲.
共a兲 How many DNA configurations are possible in a strand
of this length? 共Answer: 44 639 221 ⬇ 102 790 000兲.
Daniel F. Styer
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Some of these configurations correspond to living bacteria, but most do not. To estimate the number of configurations corresponding to living things, note that there are
at least 12992 known strains19 of E. coli and about 109
bacterial species,20 each with a strand of DNA about the
size of the strand in E. coli. Adopt the estimate that only
1013 of the configurations counted in part 共a兲 correspond
to living things.
共b兲 Calculate the ratio of total configurations to living configurations, and compare to the results of problems 1
and 2. 共Answer: The ratio is 102 790 000, which is a large
number in most contexts but minute compared to ratios
12
22
like 104.17⫻10 or 101.80⫻10 .兲
4. Rejoinder. A creationist confronted with the estimates in
this article might respond by saying “an open system and
an adequate outside source of energy are necessary but
not sufficient conditions for the complexity, structure, and
organization of a system to increase.”21 How would you
reply? 共First possible answer: The second law of thermodynamics permits but does not require evolution. For example, the second law of thermodynamics holds on the
Moon, yet biological evolution doesn’t occur there. Second possible answer: This article establishes that evolution is consistent with the second law of thermodynamics.
Whether or not biological evolution actually happens is a
different question, which has been investigated
thoroughly.22–24 In exactly the same way it is consistent
with the second law of thermodynamics for my salary to
exceed $1000 annually, and for it to exceed $1 000 000
annually. Whether or not either salary actually happens is
a different question.兲
a兲
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